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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to provide a framework for detecting vulnerabilities in SIP (Session Initiation Protocol)
networks. We focused our studies on the detection of SIP DoS related vulnerabilities in VoIP infrastructures because of
their generalization. We try to find weaknesses in SIP enabled entities that an attacker by exploiting them is able to attack
the system and affect it. This framework is provided by the concept of penetration testing and is designed to be flexible
and extensible, and has the capability to customize for other similar session based protocols. To satisfy the above
objectives, the framework is designed with five main modules for discovery, information modeling, operation, evaluation
and report. After setting up a test-bed as a typical VoIP system to show the validity of the proposed framework, this
system has been implemented as a SIP vulnerability scanner. We also defined appropriate metrics for gathering the
performance statistics of SIP components. Our test-bed is deployed by open-source applications and used for validation
and also evaluation of the proposed framework. The main contributions of this paper are its non-destructive manner in
identifying vulnerabilities and incorporating the penetration testing ideas and steps in the overall architecture of our
framework. We also defined appropriate metrics that help us to identify vulnerabilities in a black box penetration testing.
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1. Introduction
Voice over IP protocols (VoIP) simply enables two
devices to transmit and receive real-time audio traffic that
allows their respective users to communicate. VoIP
architectures are generally partitioned into two main groups:
signaling and media [1]. Signaling covers both abstract
notions, such as endpoint naming and addressing, and
concrete protocol functions such as parameter negotiation,
access control, billing, proxying (routing), and NAT
traversal [2]. The media transfer aspect of VoIP systems
generally includes a simpler protocol for encapsulating data,
with support for multiple codecs and content security. A
commonly used media transfer protocol is RTP. There
exists an RTP profile that supports encryption and integrity
protection (SRTP), but it is not yet widely used. The RTP
protocol family also includes RTCP, which is used to
control certain RTP parameters between communicating
endpoints. In spite of the media transport layer of VoIP
infrastructures, its signaling layer can accept different
signaling like H.323, Skinny and SIP. In this paper we
focus on the SIP which is the most widely used protocol in
the standard VoIP architectures and next generation
networks [3, 4]. Unfortunately, because of the
interoperability requirements with the existing telephony
infrastructure, its new features, and the speed of
development and deployment, VoIP protocols and products
* Corresponding Author

contain numerous vulnerabilities that have been exploited.
Most of these vulnerabilities are the result of the
complexity of VoIP systems which demonstrates itself both
in terms of configuration options and implementation
issues. As a result, VoIP systems represent a very large
attack surface [1]. So it is expected that security problems
arising from design flaws (e.g. exploitable protocol
weaknesses), undesirable feature interactions (e.g. the
combination of components that make new attacks
possible), unforeseen dependencies (e.g. compromise paths
through
seemingly
unrelated
protocols),
weak
configurations, and many other implementation flaws.
Vulnerability scanning is the process of assessing a
variety of vulnerabilities across information systems
(including computers, network systems, operating
systems, and software applications) and allowing early
detection and handling of known securityproblems [5]. A
vulnerability scanner can help to identify rogue machines,
which
might
endanger
overall
system
and
network security, helps to verify the inventory of all
devices on the network [5]. The inventory includes the
device type, operating system version and patch level,
hardware configurations and other relevant system
information. This information is useful in security
management and tracking. There are general tools for
vulnerability assessment and scanning of some
application layer protocols but because of the special
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vulnerabilities of VoIP architectures, there is no wellknown and widely acceptable tool in this field.
Therefore we have proposed a SIP vulnerability
scanner framework for evaluating VoIP components
against well-known SIP attacks. We focused our studies
on the detection of SIP DoS related vulnerabilities in
VoIP infrastructures because of their generalization.
Although our proposed solution is general and has no
assumption about the underlying VoIP component (i.e.
user agent devices and proxy servers) but because of our
previous experiences, we focused on SIP proxy servers
and present its results on our experimental test-bed. The
main contributions of this paper are its non-destructive
manner in identifying vulnerabilities and incorporating
the penetration testing ideas and steps in the overall
architecture of our framework. We also defined
appropriate metrics that help us to identify vulnerabilities
in a black box penetration testing.
The other parts of this paper are organized as follows:
The next section reviews the literature and some related
works. Our proposed solution is expressed in section 3
and our experimental setup and evaluation of the
presented system is defined in section 4. Finally the
conclusion is abstracted in section 5.

2. Literature Reviews and Related Works
One of the main approaches to security assessment of
computer networks and systems is penetration testing.
Penetration testing tools perform a non-destructive attack to
check the security status of an organization network and
distinguish its vulnerabilities. Generally it has three steps
which are done sequentially: discovery, attack and report.
The process of penetration testing contains system
analysis to identify the potential vulnerabilities of systems
which arises because of misconfigurations or
implementation faults. The penetration testing process is
categorized in to two broad groups [6]: black box and
white box. In black box testing, it is assumed that there is
no knowledge about considered network. We selected this
approach in our proposed SIP vulnerability scanner. Thus,
in discovery step all required information about the given
target is collected. This information contains SIP enabled
devices and their footprints. Since other steps depend
tightly on this step, the pen-tester must take suitable time
to complete this phase. In attack step, non-destructive
attacks are imposed on the target and according to their
effects, being inferred that the target is vulnerable or not.
In taking report step, the sufficient report is prepared to
notify the organization about available vulnerabilities.
Reference [7] demonstrates VoIP specific security
assessment framework to perform automated VoIP specific
penetration tests. This framework searches and detects
existing vulnerabilities or misconfigured devices and
services. This security assessment tool mentions DoS
attacks, but flooding attacks are not considered, so could not
verify how the behavior of SIP systems may change under

system load during flooding attacks. This framework
architecture contains three main modules that perform the
required tasks such as discovering as much as possible
information from the devices in the network, storing and
providing all collected information in a usable format and
finally launches penetration tests and perform attack actions
using gathered information. Other related work for VoIP
penetration testing is [8]. It measures the vulnerability of
SIP-based VoIP systems during security attacks. It considers
some categories of DoS attacks and defines the availability
of the system under test (SUT) for its validation that we
used its main idea for evaluation in our paper.
In [8], the main focus of availability is on the user
interaction during attack times. The ratio of successful
call rate during attack’s period to pre-attack times is
measured; furthermore the re-transmission number of
each call is calculated that represents the influence of
attacks. Since the main focus of [8] is on attack
generation, it is likely to damage the SUT. Therefore we
try to solve this problem by considering the potential
vulnerabilities of SUT (using the result of discovery
phase) and plan the non-destructive attacks based on that.
Reference [9] presents a security management framework
for VoIP. In order to estimate the SIP and RTP related
security vulnerabilities and threats of VoIP; a fuzzy packet
tool is developed. The functionality of the proposed
framework defines in XML scenarios. Depends on the
physical location of this tool, different tasks can be performed
such as man in the middle attacks, user enumeration and
password testing for a registration server, ARP injection in
order to intercept network traffic or just protocol level fuzzing.
We inspired the steps of our framework from the
phases of penetration testing. In other words, we assess
the existence of vulnerabilities on a given target by
discovering the proper target and plan a proper operation
against it for realization. Reference [7] demonstrates an
acceptable framework for vulnerability assessment; we
get the generality of our framework from it that we
customized it based on our knowledge about the VoIP
attacks. Reference [8] presents a good idea for measuring
the effects of attacks, it divides the duration of the test in
3 parts: pre-attack phase, attack phase and post-attack
phase. The perception of this fact that one target is
vulnerable to a specific attack or not, is measured by
changes of the system behavior to normal users. We use
this idea in our framework to figure out the sensitivity of
considered platform to attacks. We define three criteria
and measure them during pre-attack, attack and postattack stages. The changes of these criteria during these
phases simply detect that our target is vulnerable or not.
The details of our proposed framework are defined in the
next section. Because of comprehensiveness and
importance of DoS flooding attacks in SIP, our main
focus in this paper is on them. SIP flooding attacks are
reviewed in many papers like [10,11] that we don’t
review them here.
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3. Proposed Approach to SIP Vulnerability
Assessment
As it is said in the previous sections, our main goal is
to design a system for vulnerability scanning of VoIP
systems. The main output of the proposed approach is an
evaluation tool for comparing different implementations
of SIP components in handling known attacks. We
focused on the vulnerabilities that led to denial of service
attacks. Since it does not affect the generality of our
problem, we limited our studies on SIP proxy servers and
three broad classes of SIP DoS attacks but the proposed
solution is general and can be extended to any VoIP
components and VoIP related vulnerabilities. In other
words, we aim to mention whether the given SIP proxy is
vulnerable against specific DoS attacks or not. In fact we
want to explore the weaknesses of given sip proxy which
the attacker misuses them and intrudes the sip proxy.
Our main contribution is to proposed SIP
vulnerability scan architecture. The architecture of our
proposed solution is shown in Figure 1. It has five main
modules that are as follows:
1. Discovery Module
2. Information Model Module
3. Operation Module
4. Evaluation Module
5. Report Module
In the following subsections, the detail design of these
modules is described.
Discovery Module
Pack of Tools for Discovery

Database
Information
Model Module

Operation Module
Implemeted Depletion Attacks

Evaluation Module
Proposed Criteria for Evaluation

This module contains specific tools for fingerprinting
the given network. It also provides useful information
about the active host such as IP address, open ports,
running services, MAC address and also some other
information about the specific node in the VoIP network.
This module works automatically and finds all active
hosts with SIP enabled services. The last step of this
phase is recognizing the type of the active host such as
being the proxy server or the user agent client. In this
module, the Nmap [12] tool is used to identify active
hosts in a VoIP network, we configured the SIPSak [13]
to discover the type of host and Hping [14] is used to
diagnose active and inactive hosts.

3.2 Information Model Module

Information
Model Module

Database

Fig. 3 Information Model Module

The Information Model Module is shown in Figure 3.
This module uses some online repositories like NVD [15]
to find out the related vulnerabilities of the enumerated
hosts by previous module. In this stage by using stored
information in the database, potential vulnerabilities
within the entity will be discovered. According to
recognized vulnerabilities, appropriate attacks are chosen.
Type of entity and selected attacks are saved in the
database and this information is given to the next module.
Therefore this module is responsible for the following
two functions:
1. Selecting types of applied attacks for the system
under test.
2. Updating the database according to newly
discovered vulnerabilities.
In other words, according to information obtained
from the previous step and the type of entity, the type of
applied attack is selected and the database is updated
based on the type of entity and selected attacks.

3.3 Operation Module
Report Module

Operation Module

Fig 1. Architecture of the proposed framework

3.1 Discovery Module

Bandwidth Depletion Attacks
Memory Depletion Attacks

The main objective of this module is to recognize the
active hosts. Discovery Module is shown in Figure 2.

CPU Depletion Attacks

Discovery Module

Fig. 4 Operation Module

Nmap

Hping
SipSak

Fig. 2 Discovery Module

The responsibility of operation module is to apply
selected attacks against the target. This module and
evaluation module will start to run simultaneously. By
analyzing the underlying traffic through the target, the
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evaluation unit can determine whether the target is
vulnerable to corresponding attack or not. So in this
module the selected attacks are applied to the target and
the vulnerable target can be identified by evaluation
module. The applied attacks in this module are bandwidth
depletion attacks, memory depletion attacks and CPU
depletion attacks. The architecture of Operation Module
is shown in Figure 4.
Bandwidth depletion attacks by creating a large
number of redundant messages try to occupy the
bandwidth. The aim of memory depletion attacks is
consuming SIP entity’s memory so that it is not able to
respond to legitimate demands of users. For generating
memory attack we produce messages that extend call
setup time, so the target is forced to hold call information
in its memory until the call is finished, therefore the
memory will be occupied longer than usual and the
sessions prolong which cause to cease the memory. By
producing a certain number of these kind of messages,
memory of the target will be occupied and will not have
sufficient space for legitimate users. CPU depletion
attacks are generated by creating messages that need
additional processing to keep the processor busy. So that
the target does not have enough time to process messages
receiving from other legal entities and users. These kind
of attacks usually make by using malformed messages or
authentication based attacks.

3.4 Evaluation Module
As stated before, evaluation and operation module
start simultaneously. This module assesses passing traffic
through the SIP entity, so the vulnerability of the target
will be extracted. For detecting vulnerabilities of SIP
entity a new metrics are defined. By measuring these
criteria, the vulnerability of the target against applied
attacks can be diagnosed.
3.4.1 Proposed Scheme to Identify Vulnerabilities
As shown in Figure 5, simulation period was
considered as T3 seconds. During the entire simulation
period, normal traffic is available between the proxy
server and other existing users.

3.4.2 Evaluation metrics for SIP attack’s effects
In this subsection we define some metrics for
evaluating vulnerability of the entity against applied
attacks. These criteria can help to recognize the existence
of the vulnerability.
1. Completion Call Rate
In the attack period due to the heavy traffic to the proxy
server, vulnerable server does not have enough resources to
create new calls with legitimate users. As a result
Completion Call Rate during attack period is decreased
than non-attack period. Thus reducing Completion Call
Rate during attack period is one of the criteria that
determine the vulnerability of the proxy server.
2. Retransmission Call Rate
In attack period due to applying many requests from
attacker to the victim, there is not enough time to respond
to requests. When the query timeout, retransmission will
be performed. So if the server is vulnerable,
retransmission call rate will be considerable. The Ratio of
retransmission call rate in attack period to non-attack
period determines the vulnerability of the proxy server.
3. Response Time
Response time is time interval between sending a
request and receiving its response. In attack period due to
applying heavy traffic to victim if the proxy server is
vulnerable, the response time to legitimate user request
will be longer. Prolonging response time in attack period
than non-attack period certify the proxy server is
vulnerable against applying attack.
4. Call Set Up Time
Call set up time refers to the period of time that a
request to establish a call is sent until the call is ended. In
attack period due to applying heavy traffic to victim if the
target is vulnerable, call set up time will be longer.
Prolonging call set up time certify the target is vulnerable
against applying attack.
5. Round Trip Time1
R.T.T is the time required for a 32-byte packet to
travel from a specific source to a specific destination and
back again. As stated before in attack period due to heavy
traffic the target being busy, so R.T.T become longer if
target is vulnerable.

3.5 Report Module
Fig.5 proposed scheme to identify vulnerable hosts

The attack is applied in the time interval [T1, T2]. The
defined criteria are measured during time interval [T1, T2]
and [T0, T1], [T2, T3]. Time intervals [T0, T1] and [T2,
T3] indicate non-attack period and the period [T1, T2]
indicates attack period. If the considered value of
measured metrics has changed during the attack interval
and non-attack interval, it can be concluded that the proxy
server is vulnerable to the applied attack.

This module is responsible for comparing measured
criteria in attack period with non-attack period. If these two
values have significant difference, it can be concluded that
the SIP entity is vulnerable to applied attack.

4. Experiment Setup and Evaluation
Because of importance and mandatory role of proxy
servers in SIP environments, this entity is selected in our
1

R.T.T
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experiments. SIP proxy is more vulnerable to security
threats especially against Denial of Service attacks.
Our experiment test-bed (as shown in Figure 6)
consists of a user agent client (UAC), a SIP proxy server
and a user agent server (UAS). The UAC and UAS run
SIPp [16] for generating SIP normal traffic with selected
parameters. UAC and UAS are connected by proxy server.
In fact the connection between UAC and UAS as normal
traffic is always available during the simulation period.
Since we measure our performance metrics in field just
before attack period, we did not have any consideration
for normal traffic because it is not important in our
experiments. Proposed scanner that is shown as pen-tester
in a separate computer in figure 6 applies selected attacks
to the proxy server. The pen-tester uses VoIP hacking
tools of Linux Backtrack 5 on his computer which run it
in a virtual machine in our experiments. Depending on the
attack scenario, the proposed scanner sometimes needs a
partner to design an attack against the proxy server. This
partner is shown as co-pen-tester in figure 6. The
generated attacks are applied to the victim proxy server
from pen-tester station during the test period, passing
traffic through the victim proxy server is captured and
defined metrics are measured for captured traffics.
Pen-tester
CPU: Pentium Dual core -2.20GHZ
RAM: 2.00 GB
Back track Linux5 run on VMware
OS: Windows 7

Co-Pen-tester
CPU: Pentium Dual core -2.20GHZ
RAM: 2.00 GB
Back track Linux5 run on
VMware
OS: Windows 7

Proxy: Opensips 1.5.0
CPU: Pentium -2.60GHZ
RAM: 1.00 GB
OS: Cent OS 6.2

UAC: SIPp v2.0.1 2007
CPU: Pentium Dual core -2.20GHZ
RAM: 2.00 GB
OS: Windows 7

UAS: SIPp v2.0.1 2007
CPU: Pentium Dual core -2.20GHZ
RAM: 2.00 GB
OS: Windows 7

Fig. 6 Test-bed for evaluating proposed scanner

4.1 Generated attacks in operation module
As stated before, operation module is responsible for
applying bandwidth depletion, memory depletion and
CPU depletion attacks. As proxy server is selected among
SIP entities for our test, so applied attacks should have
effects on proxy servers. Therefore applied attacks are:
1. Bandwidth Depletion Attacks
a. Invite flood attacks
In this type of attack we generate large number of
INVITE packets by SIPp tool. In this attack scenario we
want to just deplete the bandwidth of the proxy server.
b. UDP flood attacks
UDP flood attack will produce by Hping tool. A large
number of UDP packets are sent to the proxy server, so its
bandwidth will be occupied with spurious packets.
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2. Memory Depletion Attacks
a. Brute force attacks
SIP has a session control mechanism in the application
layer. The SIP sessions consist of two different concepts:
transaction and dialog. Almost all stateful SIP proxies are
implemented in the transaction level and for this reason
maintains all related statistics of sessions until its expiration.
The attacker uses this mechanism to deplete the memory of
the proxy server by routing packets to it in a rate which is
more than the proxy’s capacity. In other word, the pentester sends messages for generating call to the victim
proxy server but does not responds their responses from the
victim, therefore victim proxy server is made to keep the
call’sinformationforalongerperiodoftimeuntiltimeto
get the response runs out. So each message leads to occupy
memory more than usual. In this case proxy server’s
memory will be occupied and there is not enough memory
to meet demands of legal users. SIPp tool with appropriate
scenarios is used to generate such attacks.
b. SYN flood attacks
In this type of attack pen-tester (attacker) sends many
SYN packets to the victim proxy server. The proxy server
thinks TCP connection will be established therefore stores
calls’ information but pen-tester will not answer proxy
any more. In this way proxy has to keep calls’
information up to its predefined time out of the RFC 3261
(upto180seconds).Asaresultproxy’smemorywillbe
occupied by sending a large amount of SYN packets to it
and will not have sufficient space for legitimate users.
SYN flood attack is generated by Hping tool in our
framework.
c. Incomplete transaction attacks
Pen-tester for applying incomplete transaction attacks
needs coworker (co-pen-tester). In order to produce such
an attack; pen-tester sends a message (e.g. an INVITE
message) to the proxy server and asks him to forward it to
co-pen-tester. But co-pen-tester is configured to not
respond the proxy server. In consequence proxy server
hastokeeptransaction’sinformationuntiltimerunsout.
Then proxy sends time-out to pen-tester. There are two
possible cases:
Case1: When pen-tester receives time-out from the
proxy, sends ACK message to the proxy. By producing a
largenumberofthismessage(INVITEmessage),proxy’s
memory will be occupied and there is not sufficient space
to perform other users’ requests. This case is shown in
Figure 7.
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Victim proxy
server

Attacker

Co-pen-tester

Invit
e
Tryin
g

Invit

Invit

e

e

g
Tryin
-Out
Time-Out
e
Tim

Fig.7 First case of incomplete transaction attacks

Case2: When pen-tester receives time-out from the
proxy, does not respond to proxy. So proxy must repeat
time-out message until specific time. In this case proxy
keeps transaction information in its memory longer than
usual. This case is shown in figure 8.
Victim proxy
server

Co-pen-tester

e

g
Tryin

Invit

g
Tryin
g
n
Tryi
g
n
i
y
Tr

-Out
Time
ACK

Invit

Co-pen-tester

e

g
Tryin

Invit
e
Invit
e
Invit
e

Attacker

Victim Proxy
server

Attacker

Invit
e
Invit
e
Invit
e

Invit

e

-Out
Time ut
-O
e
Tim -Out
Time

-Out
Time

Fig.8 Second case of Incomplete transaction attacks

Both of these attacks are generated by appropriate use
of SIPp in UAS and UAC modes.
d. Incomplete transaction with partner
For implementing this attack Pen-tester sends a
message for example INVITE message to proxy and
wants him to forward it to co-pen-tester. Co-pen-tester is
configured to send TRYING messages in order to respond
proxy server and made proxy to keep waiting for giving
response from it. When time out to respond, victim proxy
server sends time-out to pen-tester. But pen-tester does
not respond by ACK to proxy. Therefore proxy repeats
time-out to pen-tester for a limited time. In this case poor
proxy has to keep transaction’s information longer than
before. This attack is shown in Figure 9.

-Out
Time

Fig. 9 Incomplete transaction with partner

3. CPU Depletion Attacks
a. ICMP flood attacks
ICMP flood attack sends a large number of ICMP
packets to the victim proxy server. A lot of processing
power is needed to analyze these packets. Therefore CPU
will not have enough time to process requests from
legitimate users. A special java application is written for
implementation of this kind of attack.
b. Authentication misuse attacks
Most of the SIP servers are configured to
authenticate users before their registration. The
mandatory authentication mechanism of SIP is HTTP
digest method which is based on the challenge and
response. The attacker tries to deplete the processing
power of SIP proxy by misusing the authentication
process. For generating this kind of attack, the pen-tester
sends a large number of INVITE messages on victim
proxy server. Proxy server for each message designates
a random number called nonce (for generating nonce
CPU will be involved) and send back both the message
and its nonce to pen-tester. The proxy expects from pentester for sending message and its nonce to him again.
But smarty pen-tester will not do anything! By
generating a large number of these messages proxy
server’ CPU will be busy just to generate random
numbers (challenge) and will not have sufficient time to
process legitimate users’ requests. More details about
these attacks can be found in [10].
It should be noted that all the test scenarios are about
30 seconds. During this period, the normal traffic is
available on the proxy server and in the time interval [10,
12], the attack scenario is applied to the proxy server. The
proposed scanner according to traffic underlying through
the victim proxy server and measuring defined criteria,
diagnoses the vulnerability of the proxy server in a black
box manner.
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Table 1. The Results of applying bandwidth depletion attacks on
OPENSIPS

Metric
Completed Call
(CC)
Retransmission Calls (RC)
Response time (ms)
(RT)
Call set up time (ms)
(CST)
Round Trip Time (ms)
(RTT)

1

Call sequence

309

362

314

254

8898

0

400

0

189.13

2.01

33.37

2.91

57.37

3.23

39.36

18.36

1.3

0.73

9.40

0.74

Shown in Table 1, since there is a significant
difference between metrics like response time and call
setup time during attack period and normal period, we can
conclude that the studied proxy server is vulnerable to
bandwidth depletion attacks. It should be said that we
assure about the vulnerability of OPENSIPS to bandwidth
depletion attack by sending high volume traffic to this
proxy server before starting this experiment.
Table 2 shows the results of applying memory
depletion attacks on OPENSIPS.
Table 2. The Results of applying memory depletion attacks on OPENSIPS

CC
RC
RT
CST
RTT

297
0
2.25
3.23
0.67

143
5386
86.50
91.46
14.77

297
0
4.71
2.95
0.87

685
14766
6.23
429.81
1.52

NonAttack

288
24
58.34
57.81
24.12

Incomplete
Transaction
with partner
Attack

OPENSIPS
Brute
Incomplete
Force
Transaction
Attack
NonAttack

SYN
Flood
Metric

4. Call set-up time in attack and non-attack period
Call setup time for INVITE message is time interval
between INVITE and its ACK message. These two
messages must have same call-ID. In this way we
calculate setup time in attack period and non-attack
period then we measure the average of call setup time in
both attack and non-attack period. By comparing these
two numbers vulnerability of proxy server can be
identified. Increasing call setup time in attack period than
non-attack period indicates that the proxy server is
vulnerable to applied attack.

OPENSIPS
Invite Flood
UDP Flood
Attack Non-attack Attack Non-attack

Attack

3. Response time in attack and non-attack period
SIP INVITE message response time is time interval
between SIP INVITE and its RINGING message. For
each INVITE message response time is calculated in both
attack period and non-attack period. Then the average of
them in both periods are measured. By comparing these
two numbers the vulnerability of proxy server against
applied attack can be identified. If proxy server is
vulnerable, response time will be increased in attack
period than non-attack period.

We assumed that we want to check the vulnerabilities
of the SIP proxy server (OPENSIPS 1.5.0). Therefore
proposed scanner is applied to OPENSIPS [17] and the
defined criteria are measured. Table 1 shows the results of
applying bandwidth depletion attacks on OPENSIPS.

NonAttack

2. Retransmission call rate in attack period and
non- attack period
Messages that have same transaction identifiers
[source tag, from tag, call-Id, via, CSeq 1 ] have been
retransmitted. To calculate number of retransmitted calls
in traffic through proxy server, those messages that have
same five features are counted in both attack period and
non-attack periods. Then the average of retransmission
calls in both periods are calculated. Increasing this
number in attack period than non-attack period indicates
the vulnerability of proxy server against applied attack.

4.3 Simulation results and analysis

Attack

1. Completion call rate in attack and non-attack
period
The number of completed calls in a considered
window can show the activity ratio of server. For
calculating the number of completed calls, those
messages should be considered that at least one of the
features of source tag, destination tag and call-ID have
changed. The reason is that unique triple of [source tag,
destination tag, call-id] specifies a dialog. The number of
dialogs shows the number of completed calls. Then the
average of completed calls in attack and non-attack period
are measured. By comparing these two numbers in other
words by reducing this number in attack period than nonattack period can be diagnosed vulnerable proxy server
against applied attack.

NonAttack

In section 2-4-3 evaluation criteria to diagnose
vulnerable SIP entity is expressed. Now this section
mentions how to calculate them.

5. R.T.T in attack period and non-attack period
R.T.T is another criterion that is defined to detect
vulnerable proxy server. For calculating R.T.T simply can
use“ping”command,R.T.Tisoneofinformationinping
command. We calculate R.T.T in both attack and nonattack period. Then the average of these time intervals in
both periods are calculated. If proxy server is vulnerable,
the average of R.T.T in attack period will be increased.

Attack

4.2 Measuring evaluation criteria for analyzing
vulnerability of SIP entity

724
524
767
173 47233 173
5.14 40.87 1.86
3.25 890.20 4.33
0.84 35.00 10.44

According to Table 2 OPENSIPS is vulnerable to
memory depletion attacks. For example call set up time
measured in SYN flood attack is increased in attack
period than non-attack period. As a result, OPENSIPS is
vulnerable against SYN flood attack.
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Table 3. The Results of applying CPU depletion attacks on OPENSIPS

Attacker

OPENSIPS
Security
ICMP
Checking
Flood
Metric
Attack
Attack Non-attack Attack Non-attack
CC
288
297
2204
12196
RC
24
0
6220
0
RT 58.34
2.25
107.37
2.80
CST 57.81
3.23
736.78
5.62
RTT 24.12
0.67
3.14
0.65

According to Table 3 OPENSIPS is vulnerable to
CPU depletion attacks because of significant differences
between defined metrics in attack period and non-attack
periods.

4.4 Validating proposed framework
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the
validity of the proposed framework. As stated before
proposed framework’s duty is extraction of entity’s
vulnerabilities. So in other words we want to show that
our proposed framework correctly identifies the exist
vulnerabilities in an entity. Figure 10 shows steps to
prove framework functionality correctness.

All
available Input
vulnerubilit
ies

Target(Victim)

Appl
yin
a vey g attack i
n
high
rate

Output

Accurate
list of
target’s
vulnerabil
ities

Fig.11providingalistoftarget’svulnerabilities

2. Providing target’s vulnerabilities by the proposed
scanner
In this step we apply our scanner to our victim to get
the list of vulnerability the victim has. We did this
experiment in section 4-3 and concluded that our victim
(OPENSIPS 1.5.0) is vulnerable to all of our applied
attacks. This step is shown in Figure 12.
Proposed Scanner
All
available Input
vulnerubil
ities

Target(Victim)

Output

Discovered
vulnerubilities
by proposed
scanner

Provide a list of target’s
vulnerbilities

Fig. 12 providingtarget’svulnerabilitiesbytheproposedScanner

Provide target’s vulnerabilities by
Proposed Scanner

3. Compare the results of two previous steps
In this step the results of two previous steps are
compared. If these results are same, we can conclude that
proposed scanner operates correctly. These two results are
same so our scanner detects vulnerabilities correctly.

5. Conclusions
Compare the results of two previous
stages

Fig. 10 steps to prove framework functionality correctness

1. Providingalistoftarget’svulnerabilities
First we should find a list of vulnerabilities of the
target. In other words we just answer the question that the
proposed system seeks to answer. For providing the list of
vulnerabilities we do as follows:
We consider some resources in victim that our attacks
can have effects on it. For example for memory depletion
attacks, we consider memory. Then we apply the attack
that has effects on those resources in a very high rate. If
the victim becomes unavailable we can conclude that the
victim is vulnerable to that attack. We do this experiment
on OPENSIPS 1.5.0 and found out that OPENSIPS is
vulnerable to all of our applied attacks. This step is shown
in Figure 11.

Although the main focus of this paper is on VoIP and
especially on SIP protocol, the vulnerability analysis
framework presented in this paper is general to
accommodate a variety of similar protocols. In this paper,
a SIP security assessment framework is presented by
using the idea of penetration testing. In this context,
producing non-destructive attacks is used to identify
vulnerabilities in SIP entities. The main idea of this paper
includes the identification of vulnerabilities, defining
criteria for assessing vulnerability and the generating of
non-destructive and controlled attack. To evaluate the
proposed idea, a practical VoIP test bed is used.
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